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Periodic Training & FORS Modules
Category

Course Title

Module
Hrs

Max
group

Your choice of venue
Training courses can be held at your
premises / training venue, or at our
training premises in Leicester.

LGV and PCV

FORS LoCITY—Gold Standard

7

20

LGV and PCV

First Aid for High Risk Environments

7

20

LGV and PCV

Healthy Living– Driver Health

3.5

20

UK Wide

LGV and PCV

Healthy Living– Food and Nutrition

3.5

20

LGV and PCV

Highways First Aid– Primary Care

3.5

20

LGV and PCV

Highways First Aid– Secondary Care

3.5

20

We can deliver group courses across
the UK on your own premises or at
a venue of your choice. We can help
locate suitable venues for you.

LGV and PCV

Protecting Vulnerable Road Users– WRRR :
FORS Bronze Standard

3.5

20

LGV and PCV

Protecting Vulnerable Road Users– OnCycle Training : FORS Silver Standard

3.5

20

LGV and PCV

Principles and Practices of Manual Handling

3.5

20

LGV and PCV

Staying Safe at Work

3.5

20

LGV and PCV

The Compendium of Driving

3.5

20

LGV or PCV

The Professional Driver in Transportation

3.5

20

LGV and PCV

Understanding Driver Hours

3.5

20

LGV and PCV

Driver Record Keeping

3.5

20

Quality Assurance
We publish our JAUPT audit reports
on our website, and are proud to
say that the feedback from all of our
inspections is 100% excellent with
no action points or areas of nonconformity.

Designed for you
Bespoke CPC training programmes
can be developed for your business.
Please contact us for details.

Weekends and Bank Holidays
Choosing Just Training to deliver your Driver CPC and FORS Programmes gives you
peace of mind because we really do go the extra mile to ensure that all of our
courses are fun, engaging, meaningful and extremely well delivered. We do not
cut corners, so you know that your CPC Hours will be safe with us, promptly
uploaded each day, and a full reporting system available if required.

We can deliver at any time, by
arrangement. Please call to arrange.

Call To Book : 0116 216 6488 / 0116 365 0448
Leicester and National Coverage

Pricing Structure
Open Schedule Courses
For individuals booking onto a CPC open scheduled course the price is
£69 all inclusive of vat, lunch and upload fee.
Book a Block of Five consecutive days and pay just £300 all inclusive
of lunch, vat and upload.

This price is for 7 hours of CPC Training. This may be one 7 Hour
module or 2 x 3.5 hour modules delivered on the same day.

CPC Managed Service
Let us take the headache out of
managing your Driver CPC Training
by making use of our Managed
Service system.
We operate a fully encrypted and
secure Delegate CRM system
where we can safely store your
drivers details, update their
training, schedule them on to our
courses, and send monthly reports
for you.
All of our systems are end-to-end
encrypted so you can be sure of
end to end data protection.
If you would like to discuss
further, please contact us.

For FORS Silver with On-Cycle Training our open courses are £72.50 +
vat + upload fee and include lunch and refreshments.

Group Courses
Prices in the brochure for group courses, refer to 7 hours of CPC
Training. This may be a one day 7 hour course, or it could be 2 x 3.5
hour modules delivered on the same day.

Additional fees may be charged dependent on the location of your
premises for on site training, please check with us.
We now offer a cheaper Group Price rate for smaller groups of up to
12 drivers for those who cannot fill a 20 driver capacity course.

Your Premises
We can hold courses at your own premises across the UK, providing
that they meet our specification for training purposes.

Call To Book : 0116 216 6488 / 0116 365 0448
Leicester and National Coverage

FORS LoCITY—Gold
Who the course is for

LGV Drivers. This course will provide 7 CPC
hours and is a requirement at FORS GOLD level

What the course
covers

This course has a focus on understanding
new charging zones and reducing fuel costs.
•

Understand strategies to reduce fuel
use, emissions and improve air quality

•

Understand how good journey
planning, vehicle checks and
maintenance can reduce emissions

•

Apply fuel efficient driving techniques

•

Understand the value of vehicle design
and technology

•

Understand how in-vehicle technology
improve driving performance

•

Know the alternative cleaner fuels that
are available for commercial vehicle
fleets.

Customer Reviews
“Best CPC Training I have ever
been on. You are treated well,
staff are very friendly, training
facilities are clean and well laid
out, enormous training room and
tea and coffee is provided
throughout the day. “

“Instructors are smart,
knowledgeable, helpful and very
friendly. I was made to feel very
welcomed. Nice food too.”

“it was worthwhile finding out
about the charging zones and
where you can and cannot go
without the right vehicle type, the
course was made interesting with
lots of additional information to
understand why these zones
exist.”

Course Duration

7 Hours

Course Cost

£69 all inclusive per person on an open
course

Group Price

£580 + vat + £8.75 upload per person
attending. Up to 20 drivers per course
£480 + vat + £8.75 upload for up to 12
drivers per course

FORS Centre A00337

Call To Book : 0116 216 6488 / 0116 365 0448
Leicester and National Coverage

FORS Protecting Vulnerable Road Users
With On Cycle Training (SUD equivalent)

Who the course is for

LGV and PVC
This course is approved by FORS/TfL as
equivalent to SUD

What the course
covers

What our customers say
“I had to do this course for FORS
accreditation and didn't really
want to do it, especially the
cycling, but it was really good.
The staff were very friendly, and
very helpful and we had a lot of
fun. It was not boring at all and I
really enjoyed it. “
“Just completed our FORS Silver
Protecting Vulnerable Road User
course with Just Training, and it
was THE BEST CPC course we
have ever been on. The premises
were really nice, we were
provided with a great buffet
lunch, we had free flowing coffee
and tea and the instructors were
really friendly and helpful. We
actually learnt loads, and it was
good to experience the roads as
a cyclist. I would highly
recommend this course and the
training provider to everyone. “

•

Understanding driver behaviours
towards cyclists

•

Urban cycling hazards

•

The impact of sharing the road with
large vehicles

•

Practical experience of cycling along
urban roads and sharing the road with
other users.

Course Duration

7 Hrs (with the Bronze WRRR Module)
See page 11

*Open Course Price

£72.50 + vat + £8.75 upload per person—
Includes Lunch

*Group Price

At our own training centre in Leicester
Up to 6 drivers—£420 + vat + upload
7-12 Drivers—£725 + vat + upload
13-24 Drivers—£1050 + vat + upload
For courses at your own location, please
refer to our website prices

*Additional charges may apply depending on the training location. Please enquire
for a quotation if you require a full FORS Silver course on your own premises.

FORS Centre A00337

Call To Book : 0116 216 6488 / 0116 365 0448
Leicester and National Coverage

First Aid in a High Risk Environment
Who the course is for

LGV and PCV Drivers

What the course covers • Useful and realistic first aid kits for large
vehicle incidents

What our customers say
”An in-depth look at areas
that would relate to a busy
yard”
“Very useful information”
“This could really make a
difference to saving a life”
“I would not have been
confident using a tourniquet
before, but I would now”

•

Staying safe as a first aider

•

The impact of force trauma on a human

•

Dealing with serious crush injuries

•

Catastrophic bleeding and application of
tourniquets

•

Using Haemostatic dressings in serious
bleeds

•

Dealing with head and spinal trauma

•

Dealing with fractured limbs

•

Recognising and treating serious allergic
reactions in the workplace

•

Treating serious burns and chemical burns

Course Duration

7 Hours

“Michelle is an amazing
instructor.”

Course Cost

£69 all inclusive of VAT, upload and lunch

“Dealing with acid attacks is
useful nowadays”

Group Price

Up to 12 Drivers £480 + vat + upload

“Bit gory, but good”

13-20 Drivers £580 + vat + upload

“Great course. Interesting and
better than most CPC
courses”
“Very nice centre, you are
well looked after.”

Call To Book : 0116 216 6488 / 0116 365 0448
Leicester and National Coverage

Healthy Living-Driver Health
Who the course is for

LGV and PCV Drivers

What the course
covers

•

A look at driver stress and how this
impacts on blood pressure

•

Maintaining a healthy heart

•

What is cholesterol and how it is
formed in our bodies

•

Ways to reduce salt intake through the
foods we eat

•

Recognising the signs of diabetes

•

How alcohol impairs the senses and
affects driving skills

•

The causes of driver fatigue

•

Coping with Stress at Work

What our customers say
”This is one of the most
enjoyable courses delivered
with excellent staff who really
do know their stuff. Drivers
are treated with respect,
training is fun, and lunch was
excellent. We wouldn't use
anyone else now.
Cobley Transport, Leicester
“Definitely the best CPC
course we have ever done,
the feedback from all the
drivers was excellent, and
they really appreciated the
lunch
Alutrade, Northampton
“Great courses delivered by
interesting instructors who
are a world apart from the
normal CPC trainers you get.”
G4S

Course Duration

3.5 Hours

*Course Cost

£69 all inclusive of VAT, Lunch and Upload

Group Price

Up to 12 drivers—£480 + vat +£8.75 upload
13-20 Drivers—£580 + vat + £8.75 upload

* Please note that the course price is for a full day of 7 hours training,
therefore 2 x 3.5 hour modules in one day.

Call To Book : 0116 216 6488 / 0116 365 0448
Leicester and National Coverage

Healthy Living– Food and Nutrition
Who the course is for

LGV and PCV

What the course
covers

•

Building in a healthy diet to a busy
work schedule

•

Ideas and tips for preparing quick
healthy and nutritious meals

•

Understanding how energy is formed
through eating, and the importance of
maintaining energy levels at work

What our customers say

•

LIVE Cooking demonstration to rustle
up a healthy meal in class

”We recently changed
provider to Just Training and
have been amazed at the
level of service and quality of
the training they deliver. Our
drivers have enjoyed these
courses the best”

•

Understanding food groups and
selecting lunch choices more carefully.

Course Duration

3.5 Hrs

*Course Cost

£69 all inclusive of VAT, upload and lunch

Group Price

Up to 12 drivers—£480 + vat +£8.75 upload

AE Faulks Plant Hire, Leics
“Really nice training centre,
different courses, interesting
and you learn some really
useful information as well.”

13-20 Drivers—£580 + vat + £8.75 upload

Amtico, Coventry
“Better quality than most CPC
Centres, and trainers actually
take their time to answer
questions accurately.”

* Please note that the course price is for a full day of 7 hours training,
therefore 2 x 3.5 hour modules in one day.

Transol Logistics, Coventry

Call To Book : 0116 216 6488 / 0116 365 0448
Leicester and National Coverage

Highways First Aid—Primary Care
Who the course is for

LGV and PCV Drivers

What the course covers • A look at suitable First Aid Kits

What our customers say
”Really good fun and learnt
loads”
“Nice facilities and made to
feel welcome”
“Surprising how much you
learn”
“Great stuff”

Staying safe at the scene of an accident

•

Managing the scene

•

CPR and resuscitation of a non-breathing
person

•

Understanding Heart attacks

•

Using an AED Machine in the event of a
cardiac arrest.

Course Duration

3.5 Hrs

*Course Cost

£69 all inclusive of VAT, upload and lunch. A
first aid manual is provided for each
delegate

*Group Price

Up to 12 drivers—£480 + vat +£8.75 upload

“ Good quality, and a really
interesting course”
“I didn't want to do this
course, but I’m really glad I
did now”

•

13-20 Drivers—£580 + vat + £8.75 upload
Optional

If Primary and Secondary Care modules are taken
together, an optional additional fee of £10 pp + vat
will gain the L3 Certificate in Emergency First Aid at
Work

“Rick is a really good
instructor, very patient and
supportive”
“Great training centre, nice
people, quality all through”

* Please note that the course price is for a full day of 7 hours training,
therefore 2 x 3.5 hour modules in one day.

“Enjoyable and very
interesting”

Call To Book : 0116 216 6488 / 0116 365 0448
Leicester and National Coverage

Highways First Aid—Secondary Care
Who the course is for

LGV and PCV Drivers

What the course covers • Dealing with an unconscious casualty
•

Conscious choking adults

•

Treating minor burns

•

Effective bandaging techniques

•

Treating minor bleeding wounds

•

Treating eye injuries.

What our customers say

Course Duration

3.5 Hrs

”Excellent training centre,
great staff”

*Course Cost

£69 all inclusive of VAT, upload and lunch.
A first aid manual is provided for each
driver.

“Best CPC Course ever”
“Michelle is an amazing
trainer”

*Group Price

13-20 Drivers—£580 + vat + £8.75 upload

“Dave is a great trainer and
really enjoyed the course.”
“Lunch is included which was
lovely”
“Staff are helpful and you are
made to feel welcome”
“Nice facilities, clean, large
airy training room, air con was
much appreciated in the
heat”

Up to 12 drivers—£480 + vat +£8.75 upload

Optional

If Primary and Secondary Care modules are taken
together, an optional additional fee of £10 pp + vat
will gain the L3 Certificate in Emergency First Aid at
Work

* Please note that the course price is for a full day of 7 hours training,
therefore 2 x 3.5 hour modules in one day.

Call To Book : 0116 216 6488 / 0116 365 0448
Leicester and National Coverage

Protecting Vulnerable Road Users– WRRR

Who the course is for

LGV and PCV

What the course covers •

What our customers say
“Fun, relaxed easy going.
Great environment to learn.
Worth every penny”

Understanding who we share the
roads with

•

Knowing what makes other road
users vulnerable

•

A look at the changing layouts and of
our road structures

•

Understanding the impact on sharing
the road with large vehicles

•

Recognising how driver behaviour
affects other road users

Course Duration

3.5 hrs

“Really nice place clean tidy,
staff are very helpful and will
be doing my driver cpc in the
future most definitely”

*Open Course Cost

£69 all inclusive of vat, upload and Lunch
For price for FULL Silver Level with On
Cycle Training please refer to our website

“The FORS Protecting
Vulnerable Road User course
was excellent. I really enjoyed
it. The classroom session was
very informative and the
cycling instructors were very
well organised and did
excellent safety briefs. It was
all very well carried out.
Lunch was included as well. I
will definitely be using Just
Training again..”

*Group Price

Up to 12 drivers—£480 + vat +£8.75 upload
13-20 Drivers—£580 + vat + £8.75 upload

* Please note that the course price is for a full day of 7 hours training,

therefore 2 x 3.5 hour modules in one day.

Call To Book : 0116 216 6488 / 0116 365 0448
Leicester and National Coverage

Principles of Manual Handling
Who the course is for

LGV and PCV

What the course
covers

•

Identifying handling operations in the
drivers workplace

•

Common causes of injury

•

How handling injuries occur

•

The law and manual handling

•

Correct manual handling techniques

•

A look at Asymmetrical manual
handling techniques

•

Team handling operations

•

Protecting your back at work

Did you Know ?
£7k has been awarded to a
deliver driver who has
injured his back lifting
parcels heavier than 30kg
without lifting aids or
training provided.
EU-OSHA have identified
Manual Handling for
Professional Drivers as one of
its top priorities to focus on
80% of professional drivers
complain of backache and
vibration shoulder and arm
issues.
The physical effort of
maintaining posture over a
working day, leads to muscle
fatigue and increases neck
and back pain.

Course Duration

3.5 Hrs

*Course Cost

£69 all inclusive of VAT, upload and lunch

*Group Price

Up to 12 drivers—£480 + vat +£8.75 upload
13-20 Drivers—£580 + vat + £8.75 upload

* Please note that the course price is for a full day of 7 hours training,
therefore 2 x 3.5 hour modules in one day.

Call To Book : 0116 216 6488 / 0116 365 0448
Leicester and National Coverage

Staying Safe at Work
Who the course is for

LGV and PCV

What the course
covers

•

Know how to deal with escalating
situations of conflict

•

Understanding the stages of escalation
in conflict situations

•

Using effective communication to
resolve potential situations of conflict

•

How to take Security Precautions and
Measures to protect vehicles from
theft, and stowaway opportunities.

•

Using legal breakaway techniques
when under personal threat

Did you know
£4000 fine per illegal
stowaway if you knowingly
smuggle them into the UK. If
the driver does not pay the
fine, the haulier will have to.
HGV Drivers attacked and
locked in own vehicle while
cargo theft of cigarettes take
place
476 HGV Drivers have been
attacked in the past 5 years, a
steadily increasing figure

Course Duration

3.5 Hr

*Course Cost

£69 all inclusive of VAT, upload and lunch

*Group Price

Up to 12 drivers—£480 + vat +£8.75 upload
13-20 Drivers—£580 + vat + £8.75 upload

78% of vehicle theft takes
place at night.
1600 trucks have been stolen
in one year and never
recovered.

* Please note that the course price is for a full day of 7 hours training,
therefore 2 x 3.5 hour modules in one day.

Call To Book : 0116 216 6488 / 0116 365 0448
Leicester and National Coverage

The Compendium of Driving
Who the course is for

LGV and PCV

What the course
covers

•

Understanding licence categories

•

Professional driver medical requirements

•

Importance of Tyre Checks

•

Effect of poor tyre maintenance on road
traffic accidents

•

Update on Road Traffic Regulations

•

The basics of safe loading

What our customers
say ?

This module is an ideal module for newly
qualified drivers or those returning to driving
after a period of absence.

“Really enjoyed this course as
it was fast paced and different
subjects kept me interested”

“We did this at Northampton
in a group and Billy was a
great instructor. Good
refresher”

“Lovely staff. Good food. Day
went quick”

“Brilliant refresher course for
my drivers “

Course Duration

3.5 Hrs

*Course Cost

£69 all inclusive of VAT, upload and lunch

*Group Price

Up to 12 drivers—£480 + vat +£8.75 upload
13-20 Drivers—£580 + vat + £8.75 upload

* Please note that the course price is for a full day of 7 hours training,
therefore 2 x 3.5 hour modules in one day.

Call To Book : 0116 216 6488 / 0116 365 0448
Leicester and National Coverage

The Professional Driver in Transportation

Who the course is for

LGV and PCV

What the course
covers

•

Importance of customer care within
logistics

•

Your role as a driver representing your
employer

•

Protecting the Brand Image through
behaviours, attitude and commitment to
the role

•

Effective customer communications

•

Understanding how technology is
impacting the transport industry

What our customers
say ?
“I was not looking forward to
doing my CPC Training again,
but it was really enjoyable this
time, with much more
interesting courses”
“ All the courses we have had
delivered by Just Training
have been extremely well
delivered, and makes a
refreshing change from the
usual poor quality of training
we have had in the past. We
will definitely be using Just
Training in the future for all
our CPC Training”
FullForce Logistics

Course Duration

3.5 Hrs

Course Cost

£69 all inclusive of VAT and Upload for 7
hours of training

Group Price

Up to 12 drivers—£480 + vat +£8.75 upload
13-20 Drivers—£580 + vat + £8.75 upload

* Please note that the course price is for a full day of 7 hours training,
therefore 2 x 3.5 hour modules in one day.

Call To Book : 0116 216 6488 / 0116 365 0448
Leicester and National Coverage

Understanding Drivers Hours
Who the course is for

LGV and PCV

What the course
covers

•

Understanding the legal bodies of
enforcement and penalties in the
driving industry

•

Understanding the EU Drivers Hours
Regulations

•

Understanding Mobile Worker
Working Time Regulations

•

How to prevent infringements and
penalties

What our customers
say
“ Thought this would be
quite boring, but it was well
explained and I did learn a
lot.” C Brehoui
“ The case studies were good
because it showed you
where drivers had gone
wrong.” Ben Hartman

Course Duration

3.5 Hr

*Course Cost

£69 inclusive of VAT upload and lunch

*Group Price

Up to 12 drivers—£480 + vat +£8.75 upload
13-20 Drivers—£580 + vat + £8.75 upload

“Nice place. Lovely Coffee.”
Don Stathem
“The course was supported
with a well written Drivers
Hours handbook that follows
through the course delivery
so it was easy to make notes
and refer to. A lot of effort
has been put into this.”
Ady –DriveMedical.

* Please note that the course price is for a full day of 7 hours training,
therefore 2 x 3.5 hour modules in one day.

Call To Book : 0116 216 6488 / 0116 365 0448
Leicester and National Coverage

Recording Drivers Hours
Who the course is for

LGV and PCV

What the course
covers

•

Understanding the legal requirements
for driving using a tachograph

•

Rules relating to Tachograph modes.

•

The basic functions of a tachograph
and how to operate one

•

How to complete Manual Entries

•

Common operating mistakes

What our Customers
Say
“It was useful to have a well
written book which I was
able to take away with me
so that I could refer to it for
manual entries”
“ The course was really good
and now I can do Manual
Entries, which I didn't know
how to do before”
“ I learnt a few things from
this course, which I had not
previously been taught, so
now I feel more confident
with using my tachograph”

Course Duration

3.5 Hr

Course Cost

£69 inclusive of VAT, upload and lunch

Group Price

Up to 12 drivers—£480 + vat +£8.75 upload
13-20 Drivers—£580 + vat + £8.75 upload

* Please note that the course price is for a full day of 7 hours training,
therefore 2 x 3.5 hour modules in one day.

“I didn't know tachographs
could go wrong in so many
ways, now I know what to
look out for”

Call To Book : 0116 216 6488 / 0116 365 0448
Leicester and National Coverage

How To Book a Course
BOOKING VIA OUR WEBSITE
Visit our website at www.just-training.co.uk and select the
Transport and CPC section to find all of the courses listed that you
can pop into the basket and pay for on checkout.

USING A BOOKING FORM
Click on the relevant link below to open up a digital booking form
that can be completed using any digital device
Group On Site Course
We will travel to your location
to deliver courses on your own
sites, if this is your preference.
We are flexible and adaptable at
where we travel and have even
flown to places to deliver some
of our courses, so do not let
distance put you off contacting
us.
Training rooms must meet
health and safety compliance
and have sufficient space to
accommodate the course
requirements. Please check with
us first.
Additional charges may apply
for locations outside of a 60
mile radius

Individual drivers wishing to book onto a course please use this link
https://form.jotformeu.com/91343331517350

Company booking individual drivers onto courses, please use this
link
https://form.jotformeu.com/91343165115349

BOOKING GROUP COURSES
Please EMAIL or TELEPHONE us to discuss your required dates,
location and delegate numbers so we can look at availability.
Please Email us on sales@just-training.co.uk

PAYMENT
Payment is required on booking. We accept payment via card or
BACS. We do not accept cheques.

Just Training (East Midlands) Limited
Head Office and Training Venue
First Floor
31 Saffron Road
South Wigston
Leicestershire
LE18 4TD

Call To Book : 0116 216 6488 / 0116 365 0448
Leicester and National Coverage

I am so glad that we found Just Training to deliver our
Driver CPC Courses, as previously the courses we had
were quite mundane. Just Training came to our site and
delivered excellent courses that were engaging,
interesting and provided drivers with new skills that
were very useful to our organisation. We would not
hesitate to continue to use them in the future.
Fullforce Logistics

Some of our CPC Clients
A very responsive company, who did their best to fit
us in on a Saturday when we urgently needed a FORS
Silver On-Cycling Course. They did a great job and
would not hesitate to recommend them

CEVA Logistics
C S Ellis Group
J & G Vesty Transport

CEVA Logistics

Midland Rock

P.J. Haulage LTD

Alutrade

First time we have used Just Training and it wont be the
last! We have had excellent service from them delivering
high quality courses with engaging content that has given
drivers an enjoyable time. The trainers are really good, and
the courses are packed full of practical work. The staff are
very friendly and welcoming too.

Flood Transport LTD

J&G Vesty Haulage.

XPO Logistics
Cobley Transport

Quattro Displays
Adstock Bulk
Transol Worldwide Logistics
Ltd

The FORS On-Cycle training was well organised, and well
delivered with a lot of attention to detail and safety. The
cycle instructors were really very good, and made sure
everyone joined in with the discussion stops and got a lot
out of the day. Lunch was provided which was a nice
touch.
C S Ellis Transport, Stamford.

Call To Book : 0116 216 6488 / 0116 365 0448
Leicester and National Coverage

